
DIFFERENT APPROACHES ARE BEING TRIED; SOME HAVE ALREADY BEEN COMMERCIALIZED'.: - >~ .- . - ... '.

Gap.~..elo.sing between: {qzz.y'-neural nets
--c...;.::---"'---"----:-:-~-_:- , add neural abilities to:a nUzy systeni· gin'with a fuzzy system that has been

,By R: COLINJOIlNsOlI is the "fuzzy neuron'~.chip;,invented. coarsely de(ined by experts: TI!at
San Dieg1l-'- Research orilanizations in the by TakesIii Yamakaw., director of :' fuzzy rule base is then refined with a
United states, Japan and Europe are bridg- the Fuzzy Logic Systems Institute neural network that adapts to mini- .
ing the gap between fuzzy logic and neural (Iizuka). Apollo Electronics Co. Ltd. . mize errors. The problem with such .
networks, Though the Science of mariying, (Fukuoka,. Japan) is fabricating the .• approaches, a"""rding to Wang,- is'
the'two ;'Smart" 'technologies .i~':elatively . fuzzy-neuron chip'in conjuoction with that good reSults are notguaraoteed,
new ,researchlOl"Shave already developed a the Kyushu Institute of Technology, since the neural-learning mecha-
myriad otappioaches and have even com- "':wbere.Yamakawa is a professor. .nisms are not well:understood.
mercialized ,,,few.. ""." Instead, Wang advotat~ beliinnirig

At last month's U:;EE-sponsored'lnter-.· Up fIom translators with a set offuizyruJesthathavebeen
_natioJial . Conference on Fuzzy Systems .Apollo·Electronics has been working well-bmed by an engineer using triaJ-

here, 4~",f .the 1BOPape";' presented cen- '. with Yamakawa since 1989. '~e and-error methOds. A - neural-like
tered on .ways- to' merge ·fuzzy.and·neural have a 40 percent share of the tran: adaptivity mechanism is then installed
technologies .. And,'in recognition of the sistor mafket in Japan; but it is clear' In the fuzzY system'to handle excep-
trend,. the ~EE next 'year.will do: spme, that to 'get more share is very diffi- .lion<!!circumstances after the system
mergmg of itS -own; combining its neural . cult in this kind "Ofprodu~:~, said ··:has been' deployed. The-- resul\!llg
and fuzzy. conferences. '. .": .': ," 'ApollodeputydirectorMasimariOh, .fuzzy system.; according to the au-

TItis year's conference provided a forum explaining the company's move into thors, can CXlll\peI1S<itenot 00Iy for
for all known approaches,' which. build on fuzzy neural technology. . . variable ,loads Out alsO for wear and .
the pioneering ,work of·such theoristS as' Using discrete transistors, Ya- Takeshl Yamal!aWa, left, worked with Masan- tear on·m3chinery over time. '
UnivetsitybfSouthern C3Iiforniaprpfessar 'makawa" demonstrated to" Apollo ail Oh on Japan's f1rst'neural,fuzzy chIp. Instead of adding a popular neural
Bait Kosko (see sideba!I. Kosko and oth- . ElectrolUCS that his fuzzy· neuron learning mechanism, Wang and asso-
ers began experunen!aliy combihing.fuz,,~y' cbu1d automatically assay dental. ".'. " ciates"generate two internal fuz;ry

. logic and neur.il networks more..thah two 'work (see Aug.' 20; 1990, page. 1). The 'that the sofrWe for.his technology "elimi- variables .within their systems. The-two
- • 5;. appliCationjudged a pabent's dental woi'k nates the ne"ed.:foran expert wben,desigI}- variabl~s detect output errors and how

ce -.: from IlDRressionsIt had learned-were goOd. ing'a fuzzy ,neuron for a particular ap~lica-.' rapidly the errors change ..a, sinU param-
e .,.~pfes •.ofbral.arcfUtectUre· . .since$en~ ~ tion.~·thus making the apprOach acCessIble: - eter is then'-autornaticaDy tuned to adjust

-APolloElectrOnics has v~rified the. utility of to a broad variety of end userS: '..' . the relative influence of the two fuzzy var-
It1 t1i.';.United"$tates, ~·tliat -···thefuzzy.neuronformotor'Controlapplica. Another Japanese" laboratory working to iables as" system runs. ,ByShiftihg its

combipe fuzfy,logic and-ireuraLnetworks :tions. In'June, it'saw first silicon on'the tt>eld,fuzzy and 1leural technologies is the internal fuzzy-map slightlY.in response to
are alreadyav:iiIablefrcimAmericanNeura- nucr6chip:version, which will',appea~ com- .Labbratory for International FUZzy Engi- output errors and.changes·iii those errors,
Logix·lnc:;.(Sanfuj'd, ·m.; See JiuielO, mercially later this year.. ' " . 'Deering Researrh'(Yokohama).L1FE is 'the total system ou!put'cim'be kept On
page 45). In Japan', the first microchip to' Yamakawa tola a <:oriference -audience working with Chiha Oapan) Univers;ty and trad.', according to the authors.

the University of Tokyo on its approach,
Whichbears the hopeful name FamouS (fuzzy' NeurIIl mimics fuzZy " .
associative IIIelIDYorganizingunit systemS). At the other end of the'spectrum from im-

Famous integrates an associative mem- parting neural-like learning to I\Jzzysystems
ory built from .neural technology with a are approaches that impart ,fuzzy-likelogic.to·
fuzzY knowledge base from which infer- neural networks. Proponerits claim that by
ences can be made. Its trial application is in giving the neural network oknowIedge of
belicopter control. fuzzy operations, the network c.rn adapt in a

Famous houses two types ofknowledge- more intelligent manner·than with home-
dYnatDJcand static-in a hieiarchical data- made algorithms such as Wangs.
base. Qynainics for a helicopter controner One paper proposed creating a "minimax
riUgbt include a circular approach pattern neural network" with built-in fuzzy minhl1aJC"
wben.holdiilgat an airport. Static knowledge operations. Yoichi Hayashi at Ibaraki cra-
for a helicopter woold include .hovering. pan) University-aloni with coneagues Er-

Pilots' fuzzy knowledge was initially im- nest Czogola of the Technical University of
- parted te>Famous through the pilot's com- Silesia (Gliwice, Poland) and James Buck-
pletion of simple if-then statements about ley of the University of Alabama in Bu,-
f1ying(for example, "If the nose is a little too mingham-built fuzzy operations into the
far down, then pullhack on the stick a little.") learning method-used by the fuzzy neural
That initialknowledge was subsequently re- controller (a modified version of the popu-
~ by a neural-learning' method. As a re- lar delta learning rule used by other neural
suit, the vehicle's autoncmous capabilities . models). The resulting minimax neural net-
exceeded. those of live pilots, according to a work learns to simulate a fuzzy controller
LIFE'demonstratioli using a model helicop- but with rules that .can be automatically
ter with four independent fans. tuned by a neural learning methOd. .

Throwing in yet anothec smart technol-
ogy, IBM Corp. described progress in evO-
lutive learning-the use of genetic algo-
rithms to combine fuzzy and neural sys-
tems automatically.

Evolutive learning combines inductive
learning-via synaptic. weight adjustment
of a neural network-with deductive learn-
ing through the modification of the network
topology with a genetic algorithm. The're-

Continued on page 44

It computes: fuzzy plus neural
A mix of fuzzy logic and neural learning can solve most computational tasks,
according to a paper presented at the recent International Conference on Fuzzy
Systems, held in San Diego and sponsored by the IEEE.

"The key to fuzzy approximation is to add the outputs of your rule sets," said the
paper's author. University of Southerri California-professor Bart Kosko. Older fuzzy
systems take the point-wise maximum of multiple outputs from fuzzy sets and that
yields the envelope of all outputs. "But maxing the outputs converges to a flat line
as more rules are added, and that washes out the information gained when several
rules lire at once in large systems."

Adding outputssoIves the problem by jnvoking what KQSkocalls the central-limit
theorem, which converges to a normal bell curve, as expected. In an additive fuzzy
system, the more ruJes that me, the sharper the output bell curve becomes and,
therefore; "the more sensitive the system is to input changi!s," Kosko explained.

Kosko pioneered combining neural learning ,methodolo/lies with fuzzy systems
(see Aug. Z7, page 29), helping to spawn dozens of research projects that combine
Rsmart technologies worldwide (see related story).

Fonnal proof
Formally, Kosko's paper proved that additive fuzzy systems can approximate any
continuous function or input-output relationship. Each fuzzy·if-thenrule defines a
sausage-shaped patch in the input-output space. By stringing,these patcbes togeth-
er like linked sausages, they can cover and thus approximate an entire function. His
theorem shows that engineers can pick the error level in advance between a fuzzy
system and the function it approximates. In theory, engineers can always find a
finite set of rules that satisfies any error limit.

But can you always find the fuzzy rules in practice? "That's where neural learning
comes in," Kosko said. "Unsupervised neural learning estirilates the patches
[rules], and the patches estirilate the function. The more data you have, the better
the neural system estirilates the rules." --N. Colin Johnson

FIIZZJ' mimics ReurIIl
The fuzziest approach' to marrying the
technologies was proposed by Pei-zhuang
Wang, a professor at the National Institute
of Singapore and chairman of Aptronix Inc.
(San Jose, Calif.). Wang and fellow profes-
sors S.Z. He, S.H. Tan and C.C. Hang
described -a method for adding neural-like
adaptiveness to fuzzy systems ..

Other approaches, such as LIFE's, be-



Fuzzy,' neural nets gap grows smaller.
ConlinU£d from page 41
suit, according !O IBM, is the auto-
matic adaptation of system knowl-
edge to the problem domain.

'The evolutive learniiig method
uses a fuzzy criterion based on
entropy to select the neural·net·

work architect>,rrebest suited to a
given problem area. The system
automatically fits fuzzy rules into
the neural network as appropriate
to the problem domain, according
to researcher Ricardo Jose Mac
chado of IBM's scientific center in

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: IBM is con·
ducting the research in cor\iunc·
tion with Unicamp (Campinas,
Brazil), a biological institute.

Bucking the trend to add neural
to fuzzy 'or vice versa, Fujitsu
Ltd. (Kawasaki, Japan) proposed

leaving the two types of systems
.separate and converting from one
to the other as convenient, in a
method that the company claims
incurs no loss in functionality. .

Fujitsu's modus operandi---,as
described by Akira Kawamura,

.1Pecompetition
will callusruthless.
\6ucan callus

atl-800-234-4VME.

It's enough to make oilier VME board to pay for somebody else's board. And it's
. builders call us names. Or call it quits:'A just$154lMIPS for the OSC board.

new 38 MIPS'VME single board computer The MVME187 (RISC) and MVME167
based on the 88100RISC microprocessor. (OSC) boards employ VME D64 #-=-
Or a new 26 MIPS'VME board based on architecture. And both come with ~
the 68040 OSC microprocessor. four 32-bit timers. . .-

Both are built by Motorola and For a free color brochure, call "" .
offered at $3,995each. That's just $1051MIPS the 800 ninnber above; And see why the
for the RlSC board, which compares nicely competition undoubtedly wishes we'd
with the $l,OOOIMIPS you've been asked call the whole thing off.

® MOTOROLA
. Computer Group

Nobuo Watanabe, l!i6juki·Okada
and Kazuo Asakawa-first cre·
ates a fuzzy system by baving
experts' fill out if-then question·
naires. It then coo"erts that fuzzy
system into a neural ~,
which is applied to the problem
area aod ~ .to learn aod
thereby refine its model. After the .
neural system bas..been perfected ..
to any user·specified degree of ac·
curacy, it is cooverted back into a
fuzzy system so its rules can be
studied. .

According to Fujitsu, the aJ}-
proach reveals many interrela-
tionships among control variables'
that remain hidden within a neural
network. Usually, the internal

. structures of a trained neural net-
work. are as inscrutable as real'
brain structures. But 'converting'
the network to a fuzzy system
allows the equivalent set of fuzzy
rules to be analyzed.

And the system can always be
converted back into a neural net· ~..
work for deployment or for ex·
pansion of its tr~ining. .

Silicon
.magnetic
sensors
P/ymbuIh, England -,Research.
ers at the Polytechnic South-
west's Ceotre for Research in In-
formation Storage Technology
here bave pioneered a technique
for producing magnetic sensors
on silicon substrates that are both
smaller and more accurate than
conventional electro-optic com·
passes and that can-be manufac·
tured at low cost.· •

'The sensors are made using
RF sputtering to deposit very thin·
layers of nickel iron permalloy on
to a borosilicate substrate, then
etChing the necessary structures.
The active layers are sePai"ated
by silicon dioxide insulator layers.
A series of snake·like structures
act as magnet<rresistive ele-
ments. Outputs from these ele·
ments are then linked to give a
heading angle in degiees.

Kevin Stewart, who bas been
working on the. project, explained
that the device now occupies an
area 1 nun square, but it is now
being shrunk to around 100 urn
square. The device has an accura- .
cy of 0.5 degrees and requires a
drive current of 5 inA.

The work is funded "by Aero-
nauticiU aod General Instruments
Ltd. Paul Thorneycroft, project
manager, said 'they will design a
hybrid device, including the sen·
sor and its drive electronics, later
this year. A fully integrated VLSI
device is planned for 1993.
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